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For over 40 years, Venezuelan architect Rafael Araujo has been drawing the most

beautiful illustrations of nature, entirely by hand. At an old drafting table he adeptly

renders the mathematical brilliance of nature with just a pencil, compass, ruler and

protractor. Araujo’s newest work will certainly be thrilling to those interested in adult
coloring. His Golden Ratio Coloring Book, which has raised over $30k in crowdfunding

in 5 days, features detailed renderings of the intelligent patterns found in nature,

otherwise known as Phi, the Golden Ratio. This ratio, represented by the Greek letter ϕ,

equals 1.618 and is commonplace in nature – from the hypnotic whorls of the

chambered nautilus shell to the balanced proportions of butterfly wings. In this intricate

book, Rafael applies the Golden Ratio to his geometric formulas and leaves the

construction lines intact to highlight this natural mathematical framework. To back his

project and score your very own copy of this coveted book, visit his Kickstarter page

here.

+ The Golden Ratio Coloring Book Kickstarter Campaign

The article above was submitted to us by an Inhabitat reader. Want to see your story on
Inhabitat? Send us a tip by following this link. Remember to follow our instructions
carefully to boost your chances of being chosen for publishing!
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by Catherine Winter

DIY: How to Create a Gorgeous Planter
from an Old Hardcover Book
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You may have seem some brilliant book planters on Pinterest or Tumblr and marvelled

at how such a simple project can yield such beautiful results—I know I have! The folks

over at Gartenkultur Studio seem to have made an art form out of it, and guess what?

You can too. It’s a fun, easy project that anyone can do with just a few simple tools and

some supplies from a local hardware store or garden center. If you have some old

hardcover books lying around that are just aching to be filled with flora, just follow the

video instructions below and you’ll have a gorgeous book planter of your very own in

no time.

[youtube width=”537″ height=”400″]https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=Uq2Sf9EIs80[/youtube]

Be sure to choose plants that have shallow root systems, as most books really aren’t

that deep (unless you’re turning the Oxford English Dictionary into a planter). A quick

web search will bring up a plethora of options for you to choose from, at which point

you can go right ahead and choose the plants that would suit both your home and the

book planter well. An old Nietzsche book would be perfect for a cactus, wouldn’t it? Or

maybe some bergamot in an Oscar Wilde tome? How about some thyme or mint in a

cookbook?

Related: Learn How to Make a Knotted String Hanging Planter from Recycled Materials

Whatever type of greenery you choose to cultivate, these gorgeous planters can

transform any space into a garden of verse.

+ Gartenkultur

+ Curbly

Images via Gardenkultur
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